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I. Introduction and statement of results. In this paper we will obtain ratio limit

theorems for random walks on locally compact Abelian groups.

Let G be a locally compact Abelian group, let e denote the identity of G, and

let |    | denote Haar measure on G.

Let ¡X denote a regular probability measure on G, and let /x<n) denote the «-fold

convolution of p. with itself. Let S denote the support of p. defined by

S = {x e G | p.(P) > 0 whenever P is an open nbhd. of x}.

Then 5e is closed and p(S) = 1. Throughout this paper we make the

Basic Assumption. The closed subgroup of G generated by S—S is G itself.

This assumption involves no essential loss of generality since for the results

considered here the general case, when properly formulated, can be reduced

easily to this special case.

In order to prove our first theorem we will need a result concerning Haar measure

on G. Since this result, which depends on the structure theory for G, seems to be

new and of independent interest, we state it here as

Proposition 1. Let A be a compact set and B be an open set, both having finite

positive Haar measure. Then for every e > 0 there is an open set P, a compact set

D^P, integers m and k and points xu ..., xm, yx,..., yk in G such that

m\B\<:(\+¿)k\A\,       (J    Xj+D^A
l&ISm

andy¡+P, 1 ejúk, are disjoint subsets of B.

Next we will prove

Theorem 1. Let A be a compact set and B an open set, both having finite positive

Haar measure. Then for any integer nQ, e > 0, and compact set C, there is a 8 > 0

such that for « sufficiently large

,x^ + no\x+y + A)/\A\ ^ {\ + e)p}nXx + B)l\B\+e-in,       xeG   and   yeC.
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Theorem 1 implies that ratio limits exist if p. satisfies

Condition 1. There is a compact set C such that lim supn_„o (p,(n)(C))lln = 1.

Let si denote the collection of all Borel sets A such that A is relatively compact

and 0= \8A\ < \A\. Then we have

Corollary 1. Suppose Condition 1 holds. Then for A and B in si and n0 an

integer

p.in + n°\x + A) _ \A\

Í™    P.(n)(y+B)    - \B\

uniformly for x and y in compact sets.

We call p. symmetric if p,( — A) = p,(A) for all Borel sets A.

Proposition 2. If p is symmetric, then Condition 1 holds.

Let S? denote the collection of continuous homomorphisms from G to R. Let g

denote the extended real-valued function defined on Sf by

g(s) =  f esMp.(dx),       seSf.
Ja

Proposition 3. If g(s) < 1 for some se£f, then Condition 1 doesn't hold.

Proposition 4. Suppose G is compactly generated. Then Condition 1 holds if and

only if Sf(s) ä 1 for all seSP.

Even if Condition 1 doesn't hold we can still obtain ratio limit theorems provided

that G is compactly generated and p. satisfies

Condition 2. The smallest closed semigroup containing S in G itself.

Corollary 2. Suppose G is compactly generated and Condition 2 holds. Then

there is a unique s0e £? such that g(s0) = infse5<, g(s). Moreover for A and B in si

exp(-s0(z))dz

lim C"Y°!+y - tefo>))"° exP C'oO'-*)) y—
~"    *   {y + ß) exp(-s0(z))dz

Jb

uniformly for x and y in compact sets.

Let p(n) denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of ¿u.(n) with respect to Haar

measure. (It follows from our basic assumption on p. that G must be a-compact and
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hence that the Haar measure on G is o-finite. Thus pin) is well defined.) If p(n) can

be chosen to be continuous or bounded we assume that this has been done.

The above results can be sharpened if p. satisfies

Condition 3. For some « p.{n) is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar

measure and has a bounded density pw.

Theorem 2. Suppose Condition 3 holds. For any compact set C, integer n0 and

s>0, there is a 8>0 such that for n sufficiently large

p<n + no\x+y) ¿ (l + e)p{n\x) + e-in,       xeG   and   yeC.

Corollary 3. Suppose Conditions 1 and 3 hold. Then for any integer n0

P^Q\X)

» ™   Pin\y)

uniformly for x and y in compact sets.

Corollary 4. Suppose G is compactly generated and Conditions 2 and 3 hold.

Let s0 be as in Corollary 2. Then

n<-n + no'>(x)

Um        n<"Yv\       =  (SO«))"" eXP (So(y-X))
TI-.00   p   (y)

uniformly for x and y in compact sets.

Interesting results also follow if p. satisfies

Condition 4. For some «, pin) has a nontrivial absolutely continuous component

with respect to Haar measure.

Let SB denote the collection of all Borel sets B such that B has compact closure

and positive Haar measure.

Theorem 3. Suppose Condition 4 holds. Let A and B be in âS. Then for any integer

«o, e>0, and compact set C, there is a 8>0 such that for n sufficiently large

p.(n + no\x+y + A)/\A\ ^ (l+e)ix™(x + B)/\B\+e-6n,       xeG   and   yeC.

Corollary 5. Suppose Conditions 1 and 4 hold. Let A and B be in 88. Then

.     pln + no\x + A) _ \A[

l™    nin\y + B)    " \B\

uniformly for x and y in compact sets.
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Corollary 6. Suppose G is compactly generated and Conditions 2 and 4 hold.

Let s0 be as in Corollary 2. Then for A and B in Sä

u<" + "oYx + ^ \   exp(-So(z))dz

lim  .¿»vv+ffl  - (^o))n°exp ^¿y-x)) i-
"~"    *   {y + B) jBexp(-s0(z))dz

uniformly for x and y in compact sets.

Theorem 1 and its consequences generalize the well-known ratio limit theorem

of Chung and Erdös [1] and extensions by Kemeny [3], Kesten [4], Neveu [5],

Ornstein [6], and the author [9] in the Euclidean case. The proofs given here use

techniques from all of these papers. In particular, some key ideas used in proving

Theorem 1 were taken from Ornstein's paper.

Theorems 2 and 3 and their consequences appear to be new even in the Euclidean

case. Their proofs are patterned after the method used by the author in [9].

For some extensions and applications of the above results, the reader is referred

to Port and Stone [7].

II. Proofs.

Proof of Proposition 1. We observe first that the proposition is true if G is a

vector group and more generally if G is the direct product of a vector group, a

lattice group, a toroidal group, and a finite group. By using the structure theory

for locally compact Abelian groups we will reduce the general case to this special

case.

In general there is a compactly generated open and closed subgroup H [2, p. 36].

It suffices to prove the lemma for the subgroup H. In other words, without loss of

generality we can assume that G is compactly generated.

Let e > 0 be given. Let A be a compact set of positive Haar measure. There is an

open set Q such that A^Q and | Q\ S \A\(l +e)1/3. There is an open neighborhood

t/x of e such that A + U1 <= Q.

Let B be an open set having finite positive Haar measure. There is a compact

set P<=P such that (l+e)1'3^! > |P|. There is an open relatively compact set R

such that E^R^R^B, where R denotes the closure of R. There is an open neigh-

borhood U2 of e such that R+U2^B.

Let U= U1 n U2. There is a compact subgroup C such that C<= U and G/C is

the direct product of a vector group, a lattice group, a toroidal group, and a finite

group [2, p. 89]. Thus, by the first part of this proof there is an open set P<= G, a

compact set D<=P, integers m and k, and points *lf..., xm, yu ..., yk in G such

that D and P are both unions of cosets of C, m\R+C\^(l + e)ll3k\A + C\,

{JisismXj+D^A + Cand yj+P, likjikk, are disjoint subsets of R+C. Therefore
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m\B\^(l + e)k\A\, {J1SjSmXj+D^>A, and y¡+P, líkjíkk, are disjoint subsets of

B, as desired.

Lemma 1. Let y be any point in G and U any open neighborhood of e. Then for n

sufficiently large there is a zeG such that p.(n)(z+ U)>0 and p(n)(y + z + U) > 0.

Proof. By our basic assumption of §1 we can find a positive integer m and points

slt..., s2m in S such that sx-\-hJm-jm + i-s2mey+U. Then for n^m

we can find points s[,..., s'2n in S such that s[+ ■ ■ ■ +s'n—s'n+1— ■ - ■ —s'2n ey+ U.

Let z = s'n + 1+ ■ - ■ +s'2n. Then pJ-n\z + U)>0. Moreover s[+ ■ ■ ■ +s'ney + z+ U, so

that p}-n\y + z+ U)>0 as desired.

Lemma 2. Let P be an open set, D a compact subset ofP, y e G, and n0 an integer.

Then for every e>0 there is a 8>0 such that for « sufficiently large

p.in + no\x+y+D) ^ (l+e)p.M(x+P) + e-in,       xeG.

Proof. We can find an open neighborhood U of e such that D+U—U^P.

By Lemma 1 there is a positive integer «x and a ze G such that pSni\z+U)>0

and p}ni\y+z+U)>0. We can write p.{ni)=a(p+bx+cv where a, b, c are strictly

positive constants such that a + b + c= 1 and <p, x, " are regular probability measures

on G, <p being concentrated on z+U and y being concentrated on y + z+ U. Let r

denote a fixed integer. Then

/Li(mni + r) = nM * 2 K(J, k, m)<pU) * xm * vim-¡-k\
i.k

where * denotes convolution and

m\aibkcm-,~]c
K(J, k, m) =

j\k\(m-j-k)\

Let e > 0 be given. Set

AM - {(/ k) | 0 Ú j, k á m   and   K{j+\, k-l,m)£ (l+e)K(j, k, m)}.

As is well known and easily shown, there is a 8 > 0 such that for m sufficiently large

2 K(J,k,m) ^ exp(8(«j«! + r))

where AM={U, k) \0£j,k£m and (/ A:) i AM)- Now

2 K(J, k, mV« * xm * J»-'-** ú(\+e) 2 K(J+1, Jt—1, m)cpU)*xm * ¿m-'~<*-\J~i  x) "■      *> '"JY     -A

Am{E) AmW

è (1 +e) 2 K(J, k, m)<pu-" * x(k + 1) * vim-'-k\
Í61
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Further for 7^1

^ «p«) * XW * vi.m -i-fc) „, M(r)(x +D+U-U)

<; ç><« * x(fc> * „<m-/-w ^ fiwçx+py

Combining the above we see that for m sufficiently large

p.^i+%x+y+D) ^ (I +e)p.imni+r\x+P) + e~ôn,       xeG.

By letting r run through 0,..., nx— 1, we see that Lemma 2 holds in the special

case «o=0.

In order to complete the proof of Lemma 2 it suffices to show that there is a

8 > 0 and y0eG such that for n sufficiently large

p.™(x + y0 + L>) â (l+e)p.in±1\x+P) + e-in,       xeG.

Choose y0 in S, the support of p.. Let U be an open neighborhood of e such that

D+U<=P and D-U^P. Then p.(y0 + U) > 0. We can write p. = a<p + bx where a

and b are strictly positive constants such that a + b = l and <p and x are regular

probability measures <p being concentrated on y0 + Í7. Then

where #(7, «) = « Wp-'lJlQi -7) !. Set

Pn(e) = {7 I Ä-(7, ») á (1 + «)*(/+ 1. B+1)    and    tf (/, «) ^ (1 + e)tf(/- l,n- 1)}.

There isa 8 > 0 such that for n sufficiently large

2   K(j, ri) Ú e~*\
HBnU)

Thus for sufficiently large values of n

p.in\x-y0 + D) ^ <p * p.in\x+ D+U)

^ <p * ^"'(x + P)

^ e-6n+   2 *0',")9>0 + 1)*X<'l~;)(x+JP)

^e-in + (1+e)    2   £(7+l,W+l)<p<' + 1>*x<n-»(x + P)
B„(£)

^ e-ön + (l+eV + 1)(x+P).
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Also

p.M(x+y0 + D)^e-ôn+  J K(j,ri)<pu>*xin-fí(x+y0 + D)
B„(e)

¿e-ôn + (l+e) 2 K(j-l,n-l)<puUx^-i\x+y0-TD)
B„(.e)

g. e-àn + ry+E)cp ^ ¡JLin-i)tx+yo+ T^

^ e-ôn + (l+e)p.^-1\x+D-U)

¿ e-in + (l+e)p.^-1Xx+P),

as desired.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let A be a compact set and B an open set, both having

finite positive Haar measure. Let an integer n0, e>0, and a one point set C={y}

be given. Let P, D, m, k, and xu ..., xm, yu ..., yk be as in Proposition 1. By Lemma

2 there is a 8 > 0 such that for n sufficiently large

\A\e~6n
p.<n + noXx-ry + Xt + D) ^ (l+e)p,w(x+yj + P) + LJ-.

xeG,       1 á í á m,   and    l è j è k.

Then

p.in+no\x+y+A) ^ m(l + e)pSnXx+yj+P) + \A\e-6n,       xeG,   and    l ú j Ú k.

Consequently

p.^ + no\x+y + A)/\A\ ^ (m\B\/k\A\)(l+e)pM(x + B)/\B\+e~in

¿ (1 +e)yi\x + B)/\B\ +e~in,       xeG.

Thus Theorem 1 is true for C restricted to one-point sets. It is very easy to go from

here to the general case.

Proof of Corollary 1. Let C be the set of Condition 1. We can assume that

eeC. We can also assume that |SC| =0. For, even if not, we can use Urysohn's

lemma to find an open relatively compact set C^C such that ¡SC^ =0 and replace

C by Ci.

It now follows from Theorem 1 that for every e > 0 there is a 8t > 0 such that for

n sufficiently large

/x<»YC)/|C| á (l+«^(-^+Q/|C|+exp(-«!»),       yeC.
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Thus for any 8>0 there is a positive integer m such that /¿(m)(—y+C)^e~6m for

yeD. Since for k ä 1

fP-KQ è J M(,cm-1V>')M(m)(C->'),

we see that p.ikm\C)^e~6km, k^\. Theorem 1 now implies that

lim (jxM(C))lln = 1.
ti-*«

Using this result together with Theorem 1, we see that limn_œ (jx(n)(A))lln = 1 for

A e sé. A final application of Theorem 1 yields Corollary 1 as desired.

Proof of Proposition 2. The proof of this, possibly known, result is quite easy.

Let p. be symmetric and let ß be its characteristic function. Then ß is real valued.

By looking at ß2 if necessary, we can assume that ß is nonnegative. We can easily

find a probability density p such that p is continuous and symmetric and has

compact support, and p is nonnegative and integrable. The Fourier inversion

formula yields

¡p(yVnKdy) = ¡ß(e)ßn(6)de.

It follows easily that

fim (Jp(y)p,^(dy))m
l/n

1

and hence that Condition 1 holds, as desired.

If se Sf and g(s)<co, we can define a probability measure p.s on G by dpjdp =

(g(s)) " 1es(x) or equivalently for all Borel sets A

PÁA) - £ (g(5))-V<*V*(<fe).

Let /4n> denote the «-bold convolution of ps with itself. Then for all Borel sets A

pT\A) = j (g(s))-ne^xYn\dx);

lx™(A) = j {g{s)ye-«*WKdx).

We observe that ps has the same support as p.
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Proof of Proposition 3. It follows from the above formula that if g(s) < 1 and

A is compact, then

lim sup {¡xin\A))lln ^ g(s) < 1,
n-»co

as desired.

Suppose G is compactly generated. Then G is the direct sum of a compact group

D, a vector group V, and a lattice group L [2, p. 90], Suppose V is isomorphic to

Ra and L is isomorphic to Z", Z denoting the set of integers. Let d=a + b. Then

there is an isomorphism <p' from V+L onto the subgroup of Rd

G% = {y = Ci,..., ya) | J>a+i» • • •. y i are integers}.

Let <p denote the function from G to Rd defined as follows : given xeG, let z(x)

be the unique point in V+L such that x = z(x) + D; let <p(x) = <p'(z(x)). Then «pis a

continuous homomorphism from G into /?d. Let ^" denote the dual to Rd. For

ieJ and v e jR", we write r( v) = t -y as usual. Clearly t ° ç> is a continuous homo-

morphism from G to R and every continuous homomorphism from G to /? is of

the form t ° <p for some teïT. Let v be the probability measure induced on Pd by

the probability measure p. on G and the map <p from G to /?d. We note that i>(n),

the «-fold convolution of v with itself, is the measure induced on Rd by |U(n) and the

map <p.

Let #! denote the extended real-valued function defined on &~ by

gi(t) = J"   exp {t-y)v{dy),       t e r.

We will have need later of Cramer's condition, which we denote as

Condition 5. (G assumed compactly generated.) There is a constant c>0 such

that

exp(e|j>|H</.y) < oo.
Js"

Then gi\t\ is finite and infinitely differentiable for \t\ <c.

Proof of Proposition 4. That Condition 1 holds only if g(s) ̂  1 for all s e Sf is

just Proposition 3. Conversely, suppose G is compactly generated and g(s) S 1 for

all 5 e Sf. Then g1(r) ä 1 for all t e 3~. It follows from Lemma 5 of [9] that there is a

compact set Cx^Rd such that limn_00 (v(n\C1))lln=\ and Condition 1 holds with

C^cp'1^]), which is clearly compact.

Proof of Corollary 2. Suppose Condition 2 holds. Then v{y \ i-j>0}>0 for

all t e 3~ except r = 0; i.e., in the terminology of [9], v is not one-sided. Thus as in

[9] there is a unique t0 eJ~ such that gi(r0)^gi(0 for t e$~. Define s0 e Sf by
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s0 = to° <p. Then s0 is the unique point in S? such that g(s0) Ú g(s), seSf. From Propo-

sition 4 and Corollary 1 we see that for any integer n0 and A and Bin si

«     Ún0+n°Xx + A)      \A\

„™    v%>(y + B) \B\

uniformly for x and y in compact sets. By partitioning A and B into a finite number

of sets in si on which exp (—s0(x)) is approximately a constant, we get the con-

clusion of Corollary 2, as desired.

Suppose /i(n> is absolutely continuous and has a continuous and bounded density

p{n) with respect to Haar measure on G. Then vM is absolutely continuous and has

a continuous and bounded density q(n) with respect to Haar measure on Gj.

Lemma 3. Suppose G is compactly generated and Condition 3 holds. Then there

are constants a>0 and 8>0 such that for n sufficiently large

| pw(x) - aqM(<p(x)) | ú e " <"\       xeG.

Proof of Lemma 3. If 9 is a character of G, write 6(x) = (6, x). Then for n

sufficiently large ßn is integrable and

Pin\x) = j(9,x)ß»(6)d9

= JJ"(0i, x)(0a, jc)£"(0i, 02) ¿0, </0a,

where 0t and 92 denote arbitrary elements in the dual groups of V+L and D

respectively. Observe that ß is continuous and is less than 1 in absolute value except

when 0 = 0. Since the dual of D is discrete, there is a 8>0 such that for n suffi-

ciently large (see [8, Theorem 2.6.6])

f       \ß(91,92)\"d9,d92ie-2in.

Thus there is a constant a > 0 such that for n sufficiently large

\pM(x)-a1 U91,x)ßn(91,0)d91\ ^ e~6n,       xeG.

There is also a constant a2 > 0 such that

(0i, x)ß\6u 0) d91 = a2q™(<p(x)).

By setting a=axa2, we see that Lemma 3 holds, as desired.

/<
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Lemma 4. Suppose G is compactly generated and Conditions 3 and 5 hold. Let

mQ denote the mean of v. Then for every r > 0 there isa8>0 such that for n sufficiently

large

qin)(y) ^ e~6n,       yeGu   and   \y-nm0\ > m.

Proof of Lemma 4. By Condition 3 we can obtain an integer «0 and a positive

constant M<co such that v'V is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar

measure on Gx and has a density q<no> such that q<n°\y) ÚM, y e Gx. Then for «

sufficiently large vw is absolutely continuous and has a continuous density q(n)

such that qln)(y) ¿¡M, ye Gu and

qin\y)=  [qino\z)q^-no\y-z)dz,       y e Gx.

Choose t > 0. Since v satisfies Cramer's condition there is (see [9]) a 8 > 0 such that

for « sufficiently large

¿*-*o>{y | \y-nm0\ ^ t«/2} ^ e~6nl2M,

and

vino~>{y \\y\ ^ rn/2} ^ e~ôn/2M.

Then for « sufficiently large, we have that for \y — m0n\ >,m

q(n\y) ú  Í q'-no\z)q(n-no\y-z)dz

J|2|Sm/2

+ f qin"\z)q(n-no\y-z)dz S e'071,
J|î/-3-nmolèTn/2

as desired.

We assume now that the Haar measure on Gx is chosen so that the Haar measure

of

{(yu...,yù\ bil ^ 1/2,...,b«| ^ i/2,va+1 =••• = yd = o}

is equal to 1.

Let vt be defined in terms of v in the same way that ps is defined in terms of s.

Let mt, and 2( denote the mean and covariance of vt. The functions mt and S( are

continuous and infinitely differentiable for |/| <c. Also, as r->0

mt = m0 + Z,0t+O(\t\2)   and   Z, = So + 0(|f|).

Let T denote the support of v. Then Gx is the smallest closed group containing

T—T. Thus, in particular, 20 is nondegenerate and w( has an inverse tm for m — m0

sufficiently small, which is infinitely differentiable.
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Lemma 5. Suppose G is compactly generated and Conditions 3 and 5 hold. Then

for some constant r1>0

q(n\y) = (g(ty,n)T exp (-ytyln)((2™)dWJ)-ll2((l+on(l)),       y e Gu

where on(l) -> 0 as n -> oo uniformly for \y — nm0\ ^tj«.

The proof of this lemma is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 3 of [9] and

will be omitted.

Lemma 6. Theorem 2 holds under the restrictions that G be compactly generated

and that Condition 5 holds.

Proof of Lemma 6. It follows from Lemmas 4 and 5 that for any compact set

Ce G integer n0 and e > 0, there is a S > 0 such that for n sufficiently large

q(n + no\<p(x+y)) ¿: (l+e)q™(<p(x)) + e-6n,       xeG   and   yeC,

and the conclusion of Theorem 2 now follows from Lemma 3.

Proof of Theorem 2. It follows from Condition 3 that there is a positive constant

M<oo such that for n^n1 pSn) is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar

measure and has a continuous density pM ^ M. In proving Theorem 2 it suffices to

consider integers n0= ±n2, where «2è«i- Given such an n2 we can write p}n2) =

((p + x)/2 where <p and x are regular probability measures having continuous bounded

densities, <p having compact support. Let C be a compact subset of G. Then (see

[2, p. 36]) we can find an open and closed compactly generated subgroup H of G

such that C^H and <p(H) = 1. From Lemma 6 we see that for every e > 0 there is a

8 > 0 such that for n sufficiently large

(\+e)mPl,\x+y) g (l+s)pf±1\x) + e-iin/2,       xeH   and   yeC,

where />£° denotes the continuous bounded density of <p. For fixed r

^r+w.,,) _ pif) * 2 K(j, ri)<pin * X<n-'\
i

where K(j, ri) = n\/2nj\(n-j)\. Set

Bn(¿) - 0' I n/4 á7 < n, K(j, n) S (1+«)1'2^0"+ 1, »+!),

and   AX/, n) ^ (1 +£)1,2A-(7'- 1, n-1)}.

By making S smaller if necessary, but still positive, we have that for n sufficiently

large

2   AX/,") Ú e-6n/2M.
HBn(.e)
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Thus for « sufficiently large

M<r)*    2   K<J>n)cpU)*x(n~fí

has a density bounded above by e~dn/2. Also the density of

p.M*   2   K(J,n)vu'>*xin~i)
íeB„<<¡)

at x+y is bounded above by

(1 + e)pir + nn2* n2\x) + e~ ón/2.

In summary

pir + nn2\x+y) ^ (l+e)p^ + nn2^"2\x) + e-in,       xeG   and   yeC

from which Theorem 2 easily follows.

Proof of Corollary 4. Let s0 be as in Corollary 2. Then by Proposition 4 the

measures p.™ satisfy Condition 1. Letpl^ be their densities. For « sufficiently large

P%\x) = (g(5o))-V(JC,/)<n)(x);

so that while the densities p^ are continuous they are not necessarily bounded

and Theorem 2 is not directly applicable (this made a gap in an earlier proof of

Corollary 4 which was found by the referee). However, the proof of Theorem 2 can

be modified to yield Corollary 4. We can write /422> = (<P + x)/2, where <p is a regular

probability measure having compact support and a continuous bounded density,

and x is a regular probability measure which has a continuous density px such that

exp ( —s0(x))px(x) is bounded and integrable.

The only point where the proof of Theorem 4 breaks down is the estimate of the

density of

/4¡? * K(0, «)y<"> = jn & * x(n)-

We can assume that r is large enough so that p$ is absolutely continuous and has a

continuous density which is bounded above by M exp (i0(x)) for some finite

number M which may depend on r but not on x. We need

Lemma 7. Let x be a regular probability measure on G which is absolutely con-

tinuous and has a continuous density px such that, for some M<co,px(x)¿

M exp (s0(*)) for xeG. Then for « =2 1 Y<n> is absolutely continuous and has a

continuous density pf such that pxn\x) ^ M exp (s0(x)/n) for xeG.
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Proof. The proof proceeds by induction. Assume the lemma is true for n. Then

(pf\y)rln + 1(px(x-y))lln + 1 è Mexp(s0(x)/n+l)

and hence

Pf\y)PÂx - y) â M exp (s0(x)/n + l)(pf\y))lln + \p,(x -y))n'n + \

By Holder's inequality

L(pr(y))lln+1(px(x-y))n,n+1dy ú i.

Thus the boundedness property holds for n +1. The continuity property follows

easily as well. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.

Let q denote the density of p.™ and suppose that q(x) g M exp (s0(x)) for x e G

and pf\x) g M exp (s0(x)/n) for xeG and »2ïl. Then by the same argument

2"n/4o> * X(n) nas a density bounded above by 2~nM exp (s0(x)/n+l). Using this

estimate we get something slightly weaker than the conclusion of Theorem 2:

for any compact set C, integer n0 and e > 0, there is a S > 0 such that for n sufficiently

large

pVn°Kx+y) Ú (l+e)p^(x) + e-ô\       x,yeC.

Since the measures p.™ satisfy Condition 1, it follows that

lim P^ + no\x+y) = i

n-00 Psti (X)

uniformly for x and y in compact sets. But

p™(x) = (g(j0))» exp(-Jo(*))/C(*),

and Corollary 4 now follows immediately.

Proof of Theorem 3. There is an integer n such that p,(ni> = (<p + x)/2 where <p

and x are regular probability measures, <p being absolutely continuous and having

a continuous bounded density. The proof of Theorem 3 now continues along the

lines of the proof of Theorem 2, using Theorem 2 instead of Lemma 6.

Corollary 5 follows immediately from Theorem 3. Corollary 6 follows

immediately once we verify that for any integer «0 and sets A and Bin 38

..     tâ+*°Xx + A) _ \A\
n™     ^(y + B) \B\

uniformly for x and y in compact sets. But this result follows from Proposition 4

and Corollary 5.
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